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ABSTRACT
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Distribution Network reconfiguration (DNR) and Optimal Capacitor Placement (OCP)
are well known techniques to reduce power loss and maintain stable voltage levels in
Distribution network. Minimization of power loss has immense effect on cost, quality
and reliability of supply. Following the present trends of power trading methods, this
paper explores the necessity of reconfiguration of the network and Optimal Capacitor
Placement under wheeling transaction, incorporating market dispatching
considerations. Wheeling transactions will add additional loss which is taken into
consideration while modelling. Distribution System Operator (DSO) plays responsible
role and knows how to reconfigure the network for the optimal operation of the entire
system. DSO optimizes the objective function (minimization of power loss) by
satisfying constraints of all the participants that includes technical as well as
commercial. By its nature, DNR or Feeder Reconfiguration (FR) and OCP are a
complex multi constrained optimization problem. The chosen optimization algorithm
should improve the effective operation of DSO. Differential Search Algorithm (DSA)
is adapted to solve this optimization problem due to its simple structure and proven
faster convergence. The proposed methodology was tested on standard IEEE 33-bus
distribution system. Simulation results are presented and compared with existing
popular methodologies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

literature. Detailed survey on Wheeling transaction and way
to incorporate wheeling transactions in DOA system is
reported [3]. From the literature [4, 5] it is understood that
wheeling transactions on the basis of either bilateral or
multilateral trades in DOA incorporates the several financial
aspects. The optimal power that can be flow in the network at
a given time depends on the distribution network [6, 7].
There are many literatures [8-14] extensive research is
carried out on the application of FR for and Optimal
Capacitor Placement (OCP) in distribution system for
minimizing power loss, maximize voltage stability and
improve voltage profile. To solve multi-objective
optimization problems the algorithms like MOPSO algorithm
for power dispatch, machine learning algorithm based static
VAR compensator to enhance voltage stability, partitioning
differential transform method for solving nonlinear integrodifferential equations and integration of DG system with PV
module to grid with modelling are reported [15-18].
Effective methodologies are proposed to incorporate FR
and OCP in distribution network under deregulated
environment. FR in distribution systems is realized the status
of sectionalizing switches, for improving network
performance. This involves the use of either deterministic or
stochastic optimization algorithms [19-23].
The problem of FR and OCP is a complex multiconstrained optimization problem. There are several
optimization algorithms proposed in the literature for optimal
reconfiguration of distribution system and capacitor

A Distribution System Operator (DSO) securely operates
and develops an active distribution system comprising
networks, demand, generation and other flexible distributed
energy resources (DER) like Wind, Solar, and Small Hydro
etc. As a neutral facilitator of an open and accessible market
it will enable competitive access to markets and the optimal
use of DER on distribution networks to deliver security,
sustainability and affordability in the support of whole
system optimization. A DSO enables customers to be both
producers and consumers; enabling customer access to
networks and markets, customer choice and great customer
service.
In the present day deregulation environment grant of
Distribution Open Access (DOA) to consumers sourcing
power from Distributed Generation (DG) such as Wind, Solar,
and Small Hydro makes the problem for the DSO more and
more complex. The terminology “Wheeling” in deregulated
power industry refers to “The use of transmission or
distribution facilities of a system to transmit power of and for
another entity or utilities” [1]. Wheeling, in general is the
transmission of power from a seller to a buyer through the
network owned by a third party. Participants of these
transactions includes: Distribution Generation (DG) like solar,
wind, gas etc. as sellers; usual customers are as buyers and
distribution network as the third party [2].
Several electricity deregulatory acts are available in the
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𝑁𝐿

placement for power loss reduction, they are ant colony
algorithm, improved binary particle swarm optimization,
genetic algorithms and for optimum power flow benders
decomposition is used for radial system [24-29]. To solve
this complex multi- constrained optimization problem this
paper proposes a new optimization algorithm -Differential
Search Algorithm (DSA). The DSA is a population based
meta-heuristic optimization algorithm. DSA has a simple
structure that enables it to easily adapt to different numerical
optimization problems. The DSA in transforming the
geocentric Cartesian coordinates into geodetic coordinates is
higher than those of all classical methods. For the problems
of highly non linear and multi modal nature, it has been
proved that DSA works well when compared to various
recent optimization algorithms [30]. The proposed DSA
algorithm for FR and OCP in distribution network is tested
on IEEE 33 bus radial distribution network as a case study.
Results are compared with that of the existing ones as
reported in the literatures. Matpower is a software package is
used for simulation [31]. From the above mentioned literature
it is under stood that the DNR and OCP are extensively used
for many power distribution network problems but fails to
investigate wheeling transactions under deregulation. Hence
it is essential to DSO to know the impact of DNR and OCP
under wheeling transactions.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 deals with mathematical modelling of Distribution
Network Reconfiguration and Optimal Capacitor Placement
under wheeling transactions. Section 3 presents a brief
procedure of DSA algorithm and its implementation for the
proposed problem is explained in Section 4. Simulation
results for DNR under wheeling transactions on IEEE 33 bus
radial distribution system is presented in Section 5 and
Section 6 draws the conclusions.

min(𝑃𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆) = min (𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 [∑(𝑆𝑘,𝑖𝑗 + 𝑆𝑘,𝑗𝑖 )])

(1)

𝑘=1

Subject to
𝑛

𝑃𝐺𝑖 − 𝑃𝐷𝑖 − ∑ 𝑃𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 0

(2)

𝑗=1
𝑛

𝑄𝐺𝑖 − 𝑄𝐷𝑖 − ∑ 𝑄𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 0

(3)

𝑗=1

𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑖 ≤ 𝑉𝑖 ≤ 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑖

(4)

𝑃𝐺𝑖 ≤ 𝑃𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑖

(5)

where, 𝑃𝐺𝑖 is the real power generation at bus ‘i'
𝑃𝐷𝑖 is the real load in bus ‘i’
𝑃𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑗 is the active power loss in the line ij
𝑄𝐺𝑖 is the reactive power generation at bus ‘i’
𝑄𝐷𝑖 is the reactive load in bus ‘i’
𝑄𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑗 is the reactive power loss in the line ij
𝑉𝑖 is the voltage at bus ‘i’
𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑖 is the minimum and maximum voltage
limits at bus ‘i’
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑖 is the maximum voltage limits at bus ‘i’
𝑆𝑖𝑗 is the apparent power flow in the line ij
𝑆𝑘,𝑖𝑗 is the complex power flowing from bus ‘i’ to ‘j’
𝑆𝑘,𝑗𝑖 is the complex power flowing from bus ‘j’ to ‘i’
𝑃𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑖 is the maximum real power generation
available at bus ‘i'
𝑁𝐺 is the total number of generators
𝑁𝐿 is the total number of transmission lines

2. MODELLING OF NETWORK
3. DEFFERENTIAL SEARCH ALGORITHAM

Modelling of distribution network system is required for
implementation of wheeling transactions to this power
trading problem. If an DG at bus ‘i’ is willing to supply a
load at bus ‘j’ then a new model of distribution network is
needed to carry out this wheeling transaction WT(i-j). DSO
has to reconfigure the network and place the capacitor at
optimal location in the network in such a way that the overall
losses are to be minimum when compared to the case without
reconfiguration and optimal placement of capacitor under
wheeling transactions. This change in the network enhances
the routine performance of DSO. To study the impact of FR
and OCP in distribution network to know the overall losses
are minimum, there are a three possible scenario arises which
are formulated as three case studies as given below:
Case 1: DNR and OCP of Base case network (without
wheeling transaction) for loss minimization
Case 2: With Case 1 optimal network, perform wheeling
transaction and calculate losses. The additional loss (if
any) occurred when compared to Case 1, should be
supplied by the seller.
Case 3: DNR and OCP of Base case network (with
wheeling transaction) for loss minimization
Hence, in all three cases the objective function to be
minimized is the distribution loss present in the network. It
can be mathematically given as below

The Differential Search Algorithm (DSA) is a population
based meta-heuristic optimization algorithm which simulates
the Brownian-like random-walk movement used by an
organism to migrate from one place to another based on
climatic changes. During these climatic changes these
organisms migrate from an environment where the available
sources of nature are limited, to an environment which is rich
in sources. In the migration movement, the migrating species
of living beings constitute a superorganism containing a
large number of individuals. Then it starts to change its
position by moving towards more fruitful areas using a
Brownian-like random-walk model. The population made up
of random solutions of the respective problem corresponds to
an artificial superorganism migrating. The artificial
superorganism migrates to a near global minimum value of
the problem. During this migration, artificial superorganism
tests whether some randomly selected positions are suitable
the temporarily during the migration. If such a position tested
is suitable to stopover for a temporary time during the
migration, the members of the artificial super organism that
made such discovery immediately settle at the discovered
position and continue the migration from this position on.
Detailed explanation and pseudo-code of DSA are discussed
by Civicioglu [30].
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4. DSA FOR DNR AND OCP UNDER WHEELING
TRANSACTIONS

The Scale value is produced using a gamma-random
number generator which allows the respective artificial
Superorganism to radically change its direction in the habitat.
Then using a random search process as shown by Civicioglu
[30] an update in Stopoversite is made. The selection of new
artificial Superorganismg+1 is chosen between the existing
Stopoversite and the Superorganismg as given below

In the problem of DNR the loss minimization is obtained
by optimally selecting switches which are to be closed and
opened. When a tie switch is closed a loop is formed,
therefore another switch in that loop should be opened to
ensure radial structure. For this reason first, a
Switch_Information_Matrix (SIM) is formulated which
contains the information of the sectionalizing and or tie
switches to be opened when a corresponding tie switch is
closed. This depends on the number of loops created. The
row size of SIM depends upon the number of tie switches
whereas the size of column depends on the number of
switches present in that loop. In case of OCP, optimal values
of capacitors from standard set of practically available ranges
must be chosen and located at buses optimally so that the
overall loss is minimized as well as maintaining voltage
profile within the limits. Hence the DSA should
simultaneously select a suitable switch number from the SIM
matrix for DNR and optimal capacitor value and suitable
location for placing it. A description about the
implementation of DSA for DNR and OCP problem is given
below.

[Xi]g+1=[Xsi]g if f([Xsi]g) ≤ f([Xi]g)
= [Xi]g if f([Xsi]g) ≥ f([Xi]g)

4.2 Algorithm of DNR and OCP for Wheeling transaction
using DSA problem
The step by step algorithm of DNR and OCP for wheeling
transaction using DSA is as follows:
Step 1: Read feeder data, line data, Capacitor ratings,
wheeling transaction seller bus (DG sizing) and buyer
bus (load demand), size of population, number of tie
switches etc.
Step 2: For Case 1: The DSA algorithm (sec.4.1) is used to
find the optimal reconfigured network and optimal
sizing and placement of capacitors with minimum
loss for base case.
Step 3: For Case2: Establish the wheeling transaction in the
optimal network of Case 1. i.e. connect the generator
at seller bus and increase the load at buyer bus while
keeping the feeder generations at optimal values
obtained in Case 1. Run power flow and find the loss
occurred in optimal network of Case 1 under
wheeling transactions.
Step 4: For Case 3: Establish the wheeling transaction in the
Base case network. i.e. to connect the generator at
seller bus and increase the load at buyer bus. Use
DSA algorithm to find the optimal reconfigured
network and optimal sizing and placement of
capacitors while minimizing the losses.
Step 5: Compare the results of Case 2 and Case 3 for
minimum loss which gives the impact of DNR and
OCP under wheeling transactions. argue the case for
the study, outlining only essential background, and
should not include the findings or the conclusions. It
should not be a review of the subject area, but should
finish with a clear statement of the question being
addressed.

4.1 Implementation of DSA for DNR under Wheeling
Transactions
The problem is initialized as given below
Xmin = [1 1…..1, 1........ 1

(6)

1........ 1 ]

(7)

Xmax = [Lm1 Lm2 LmD, Lcb1..LcbN Lcs1.. LcsN]

where, ‘Lm’ refers to the maximum number of lines in each
loop, ‘D’ is the dimension vector or number of tie switches,
'Lcb' refers to capacitor buses, 'Lcs' refers to the sizing of
capacitors, 'N' is the maximum number of capacitors and ‘X’
is the artificial organism. Assuming a total population of
th

th

‘NP’, then we may initialize the j component of i vector
(assuming i = 1, 2, 3,…..NP) as
xij = rand (Xmax – Xmin) + Xminj =1, 2,
3, …..D+N

(11)

(8)

thus forming the artificial organism
Xi=[xi1,xi2,xi3,…..xiD+N]

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(9)

The test system chosen for studying the impact of DNR
and OCP under wheeling transaction is IEEE 33 bus radial
system [29]. The complete DSA coding [30] and power flow
using MATPOWER [31] software is done in MATLAB
2009b environment using INTEL core i5-2520M @ 2.5 GHz
processor, 8 GB RAM under Windows 7 professional
operating system. The parameters for DSA are Number of
population -30, Number of Generations – 500, trial pattern
generation P = 0.3 * random number. The number of
capacitors is assumed to be 5, and the values considered are
300, 600, 900, 1200, 1500, 1800 Kvar. The simulation results
for each case are as given below.

Each artificial organism corresponds to chromosomes of
Genetic Algorithm (GA), onthe other hand the population set
of DSA refers to Super organisms i.e.
Superorganismg = [Xi]g where g = 1, …, NG (number of
maximum generations). Randomly, the Superorganismg is
shuffled to form donors in order to discover the stopover site.
A stopover site (vectors- Xsi) at the areas remaining between
the artificial organisms using a Brownian-like random walk
model are determined using
Stopoversiteg = Superorganismg + Scale × (donor −
Superorganismg)

(10)
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5.1 Case 1

located by DSA as Bus 9 - 300 Kvar, Bus 21 - 300 Kvar, Bus
23 - 300 Kvar, Bus 25 - 300 Kvar and at Bus 30 - 900 Kvar.
The percentage reduction in power loss is 54.9639%. The
minimum voltage is 0.9130 p.u. at bus 18 without DNR and
OCP, whereas the minimum voltage with DNR and OCP
using DSA is 0.9592 p.u. at bus 32. The voltage profile at all
buses with and without DNR with OCP using DSA is shown
in Figure 1. The convergence characteristics are shown in
Figure 2.

The IEEE 33 bus radial network has 32 sectional lines with
5 tie switches. Its total complex power demand is 3.72 + j 2.3
MVA. Also, for the base case network (without DNR and
OCP) the power loss is 202.7052 kW. After applying DNR
and OCP using DSA method the optimal network and its
losses are as furnished in Table 1. It can be observed that
configuration obtained by the proposed method is one of the
best solutions obtained so far. The capacitors are optimally

Table 1. Comparison of simulation results with and without DNR and OCP using DSA
Without DNR and OCP
Lines switched out Total Loss (kW)
33-34-35-36-37
202.705
33-34-35-36-37
202.705
33-34-35-36-37
202.705

Method
Reference ACO [24]
Reference iBPSO [25]
DSA (proposed)

Figure 1. Case 1 - Voltage profile

With DNR and OCP
Lines switched out Total Loss (kW)
7-9-14-32-37
95.79
7-9-14-32-37
93.061
7-9-14-32-37
91.918

Figure 2. Case 1 - Convergence characteristics

5.2 Case 2

column 2 of Table 3. It is observed that the additional load of
100 kW at the buyer bus 33, increases the losses from the
optimal case 1 value of 91.98 kW to 98.64kW. Hence this
additional loss 6.66kW loss has to be supplied by the seller.
Hence the establishment of wheeling transactions in case 1
optimal network is not economically worthy either for the
seller or for the distribution utility.

As a case study let us assume the data for generator and
load for wheeling transactions as given in Table 2. For case 2,
the above mentioned wheeling transaction is established in
the optimal network obtained in Case 1, i.e with lines 7-9-1432-37 switched out and capacitors rating and placement as in
Case 1. The observations based on load flow are furnished in

Table 2. Data for wheeling transaction (Bilateral)
Generator (Seller)

Bus 3

Load (Buyer)

Bus33 (additional load)

Pg = 100 kW
Pd = 100 kW

Pgmax= 500 kW
Pgmin = 0 kW
Qd = 0 kVar

Qg = 0 kVar
i.e pf = unity

Table 3. Simulation results for Case 2 and Case 3 - Under Wheeling transaction
Under Wheeling Transactions
Lines switched out

Capacitor Placement

Minimum Voltage
Total loss
% Reduction in loss

Case 2
Case 3
7-9-14-32-37
7-9-14-32-37
Bus 9- 300 Kvar
Bus 9- 300 Kvar
Bus 21- 300 Kvar Bus 11- 300 Kvar
Bus 23 - 300 Kvar Bus 24 - 600 Kvar
Bus 25 - 300 Kvar Bus 27 - 300 Kvar
Bus 30 - 900 Kvar Bus 30 - 900 Kvar
0.9532
0.9533
98.64 kW
97.49 kW
1.164 %
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5.3 Case 3

6. CONCLUSIONS

For case 3, the Table 2 data for wheeling transaction is
established and the DNR with OCP using DSA is applied
again to find the optimal solution. The Voltage profiles of
case 2 and case 3 is shown in Figure 3. Though the lowest
voltage remains the same the overall voltage profile is
improved which is evident from Figure 3. The convergence
characteristics for DNR and OCP using DSA are shown in
Figure 4. The optimal network and the corresponding losses
are furnished in column 3 of Table 3. For this case the total
loss is 97.49kW which is 1.164% lesser when compared to
Case 2. From Table 3 it is evident that though the
reconfigured network remains the same for Case 2 and Case
3, the optimal capacitor location and its value differs which
aids in obtaining the reduction in loss and improved voltage
profile. Hence the Distribution utility (DSO) has to
participate in the wheeling transaction by optimally
reconfiguring the network and placing capacitors at optimal
locations so that the utility, seller and the buyer can benefit
economically.

This paper presented a new optimization algorithm DSA
which is simple in structure and faster convergence to
minimize the power loss under wheeling transaction with
DNR and OCP for effective operation of distribution network
by DSO. Three different case studies (Case 1 to 3) are
considered to analyze the impact of FR and OCP under
wheeling transaction, incorporating market dispatching
considerations. All these cases are tested on IEEE 33-bus
distribution system. From the simulation results it can be
concluded that under wheeling transactions the existing
network is not optimal based on loss or on Voltage profile.
DSO can implement DNR and OCP as an effective
operational strategy under wheeling transaction for
betterment of voltage profile and loss minimization. In future
this methodology may be extended duly incorporating the
FACT devices in the distribution network under wheeling
transactions.
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